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Circularity can mean more than long term visions 



“Sustainability & CSR are important or critically important for 
my procurement“ (Source: EcoVadis, 2017)

We all want to live and procure greener…



“Digital access has one clear negative impact: on environmental SDG 12.”
Source: Accenture Strategy & GeSI (2018)

…but the ICT industry is not delivering on that.



Engagement

Showing & explaining 
your vision to stake-
holders such as 
customers, 
employees and others 
is relevant and 
appealing for them

Preparing for
compliance

Taking respons-
ibility for waste 
and material 
scarcity will be-
come obligatory 
in the near future

Marketing & PR

Tangible circularity 
delivers a great 
story, and compe-
titive advantage: 
it will become THE 
way to lead, towards 
2030

Sustainable 
Developm. Goals

Becoming a circular 
innovator – and 
supporting emerging 
markets in their fight 
against waste & 
pollution – ‘scores’ on 
#1, 8, 11, 12 and 13 

Pragmatic & 
recognizable

Devices that every 
person uses every day 
are the perfect 
starting point for 
implementing - and 
communicating on – a 
circular lifestyle

A pity, as offering circularity creates commercial benefits and impact



What we offer: circular services, based on scrap collection (in Africa)



Service 1: Pragmatic green solution for ICT Hardware sale/leasing

The customer wants to act on the 
global e-waste issue

Customer buys or leases
Hardware in the same way 
as done before A circular offsetting fee is added 

to the leasing/purchase price
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Service 1: Pragmatic green solution for ICT Hardware sale/leasing

E-scrap is collected in countries that lack 
formal e-waste collection programs

The customer wants to act on the 
global e-waste issue

The fee funds the collection of e-waste, 
which compensates for the waste 
footprint of the new device

The scrap - that is saved from the 
landfill - is properly recycled

Materials are brought back 
into the loop

Customer buys or leases
Hardware in the same way 
as done before A circular offsetting fee is added 

to the leasing/purchase price
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Service 2: Pragmatic closed loop solution for ICT Hardware reuse (trade-in)

CTL creates a closed loop for reuse, by 
collecting scrap in Africa

Used devices get resold to places all 
over the world; they are ‘lost’

That amount funds the collection of an 
equivalent amount of African e-scrap

This model offsets potential e-waste, it 
makes reuse waste-free

Reuse becomes 
‘circular’

Customer sells/trades-in
A used device A small part of the used device’s 

pay-out is deducted



CTL’s offerings are:
✓ The only realistic services to engage in ‘closed loop’ IT;

✓ Highly appealing due to the impact created in emerging 
markets and because ‘waste is turned into gold’;

✓ Perfect for communication, employee engagement and 
story-telling purposes, as we turn ICT gadgets into 
circularity symbols;

✓ Very easy to implement (no effect on existing processes 
or agreements);

✓ Low cost;

✓ Auditable, proven, NGO supported and award-winning.

Features – why customers work with CTL



Auditable results – how CTL proves it performs

On how CTL implemented Chainpoint:
✓ They’ve rebuilt their supply chain security and monitoring 

platform – the best in the market – for CTL’s supply chain;

✓ Their tool creates transparency in CTL’s African scrap collection 
projects;

✓ The input and registration done in the tool allows for audits of 
CTL’s collections: the e-waste CTL collects per customer is 
earmarked;

✓ Using Chainpoint allows CTL to show where, when and through 
which channels the waste was collected and when it was 
recycled.



Trusted solution – CTL’s work is NGO supported

On how CTL works with TCO Certified:
✓ This NGO created the leading sustainability 

certification for IT products;

✓ It has done Due Diligence on the approach and 
processes of CTL;

✓ TCO confirms that CTL’s work is in line with 
international guidelines and it follows global 
compliance standards;

✓ CTL’s approach was used as the basis for a ‘TCO 
Certified Edge’ program, an e-waste compensation 
scheme.

Other supporters include:



Strong appeal – CTL’s results catch people’s (and the media’s) eye

CTL’s work is:

✓ Positive;

✓ Problem solving;

✓ Local community driven;

✓ About opportunities.



Make phones and laptops symbols of your organisational values



Proven approach – some of the biggest organisations work with CTL



Goals Approach ResultsSituation

The Dutch government replaced phones 

continuously for its workforce. This 

resulted in the purchase of some 30,000 

phones, each year. The government 

wanted to make the process more in 

line with its circular ambitions and 

‘score’ on SDG12.

The national government wanted to 

close the loop for its procurement 

program – and it wanted to ensure it did 

not contribute to global ‘e-waste’. 

However, there was no interest to 

change existing processes or 

agreements with current vendors. Thus, 

the new service had to be included in 

the process of a vendor or it had to be 

easy to ‘add-on’. 

For each new phone that the 

government buys, CTL collects one 

scrap phone in the emerging world.

The cost of this offsetting service is 

added to the purchase price of a 

phone. The results are shared through 

text, numbers, video and infographic, 

allowing for the results to be shared with 

stakeholders.

The Netherlands implement circularity 

for a product used by every employee, 

every day; the mobile phone.

The concept, approach and results are 

communicated in the organization, to 

engage the workforce.

Running since 2019.

The service was included in the 

government’s ‘internal sustainability best 

practice’ report.

Credential - case



Goals Approach ResultsSituation

Circularity is a key topic for Holland’s  

largest bank. The IT department was 

however unable to deliver on the 

growing need for sustainable 

operations. This was mainly due to the 

lack of options to buy green and/or use 

sustainable IT products. 

Rabobank wanted to get IT 

procurement in line with the 

organisational vision around circularity.

And to create a practical, simple and 

tangible solution to make phone use 

more sustainable. And engage the 

employees in doing so.

CTL delivered the requested services via 

- and together with - Centralpoint, a 

leading IT service company. 

Centralpoint was already a supplier for 

the bank, allowing CTL to make use of 

existing financial and logistical 

processes. 

For each used phone delivered by 

Centralpoint, one African scrap phone 

was properly recycled. 

Several thousands of new phones were 

offset. The bank asked Centralpoint to 

deliver CTL’s circular telecom services, 

focusing on the offsetting of their 

phones’ material footprints. The concept 

and impact was shared by the city -

internally and externally. 

Every phone handed out to employees 

was accompanied by a sticker stating: 

“this phone is material neutral”.

Credential - case



THANK YOU

J. de Kluijver (Founder & Director)
M. +31 619222233
joost.dekluijver@closingtheloop.eu


